Agosto 2017

Oportunidades de negocio
SECTOR TEXTIL Y FASHION

A Polish company specialised in distribution of textiles and haberdashery products is
looking for producers abroad.

A Polish company is a distributor of many types of unique, tailor-made textiles and
haberdashery products. Textiles are offered by-meter in retail and wholesale
quantities and a range of offered accessories enables clients to obtain all the
needed materials and accessories in one place. The company is offering distribution
services.
BRPL20170817002

Russian producer of children's clothes and clothes is looking for manufacturers of
hypoallergenic fabrics.

The Russian company from Kursk region is producer of children's clothes and
clothes for babies.
The company is looking for partners - manufacturers of hypoallergenic fabrics in
Europe to conclude
manufacturing agreement.
BRRU20160816002

Russian company specialized in tailoring and design of menswear is interested in
finding factories, tailor’s shops and manufacturing workshops that customizes
men’s clothing to supply Russian market.

Russian company specializes in tailoring of menswear made to measure is looking
for partners abroad to fulfill orders in accordance with all requirement to quality and
terms of manufacturing under manufacturing, distribution services and franchise
agency agreements
BRRU20170201003
Más info: Carlos Bibiloni Dols -Tel. 971 710 188 - cbibiloni@cambramallorca.com
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Hungarian apparel manufacturing company is seeking textile suppliers from the EU

A Hungarian manufacturer of functional apparel, underwear, work and leisure wear
follows environmentally conscious principles. The company is seeking textile
distributors or manufacturers.
BRHU20160406001

Polish importer seeks suppliers of high quality polyester and nylon yarns under
manufacturing, comercial agency or distribution services agreement.

A Polish trade company from textile sector requests for a range of yarns made of
polyester and nylon. The suppliers from several countries are sought to conclude a
manufacturing agreement. The company offers also trade intermediary services and
intend to play a role of agent or distributor. Cooperation on the basis of the
commercial agency or distribution services agreement is considered in this case.
BRPL20170307001
Romanian SME distributor seeks clothing manufacturers or suppliers, in order to
conclude a distribution agreement.

Romanian SME has developed a strong clothing distribution network, for both local
and foreign suppliers. The company owns significant self storage spaces. Besides
the company’s own products (mostly T-shirts and jackets), the company is willing to
act as a distributor to sell other companies' products in the frame of a distribution
services agreement.
BRRO20170309001

UK manufacturer of luxury home, travel and accessory products seeks textile and
material manufacturers or suppliers.

A UK manufacturer of high quality lifestyle products with a focus on supporting
independent living and helping individuals living with disabilities seeks fabric, printed
card and pvc manufacturers or suppliers for long term distribution agreement.
BRUK20161103001

Más info: Carlos Bibiloni Dols -Tel. 971 710 188 - cbibiloni@cambramallorca.com
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A Belgian distributor of footwear and apparel brands (kids and adults) based in
Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg is looking for brands to be distributed.

The Belgian company distributes qualitative brands (footwear and apparel for kids
and adults) for more than 50 years in Benelux. The company is focused on wellmade products, with noble and sustainable materials. Five experienced salespeople
are in permanent contact with the retailers in the Benelux. The company is looking
for new brands of footwear, apparel and accessories for a distribution agreement.
The company could also be open for a commercial agency agreement.
BRBE20170615001

Más info: Carlos Bibiloni Dols -Tel. 971 710 188 - cbibiloni@cambramallorca.com
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